
 INTRODUCING THE NEW INDUSTRY
 STANDARD FOR SAG AND TENSION
SOFTWARE - SPIDA®silk

  SPIDAsilk evaluates spans with elevationSPIDAsilk evaluates spans with elevation
  changes, supports stand-mountedchanges, supports stand-mounted
  equipment, and integrates with SPIDAcalcequipment, and integrates with SPIDAcalc
  providing users with an easy mechanismproviding users with an easy mechanism
  to evaluate unique spans or crossings.to evaluate unique spans or crossings.

  From setting a limiting condition basedFrom setting a limiting condition based
  upon sag, tension, or RTS limits toupon sag, tension, or RTS limits to
  evaluating communication bundles withevaluating communication bundles with
  strand-mounted equipment, SPIDAsilk is astrand-mounted equipment, SPIDAsilk is a
  complete, comprehensive solution for thecomplete, comprehensive solution for the
industry.industry.

  For utilities, telecommunication providers,For utilities, telecommunication providers,
  and contractors who need precise andand contractors who need precise and
  accurate wire sag and tension calculationsaccurate wire sag and tension calculations
  and conductor sag and tension calculationsand conductor sag and tension calculations
  and installation charts, SPIDAsilk is anand installation charts, SPIDAsilk is an
  affordable, easy-to-use platform thataffordable, easy-to-use platform that
  features a modern user-friendly interfacefeatures a modern user-friendly interface
  and detailed reporting.and detailed reporting.

  Eliminating manual calculations andEliminating manual calculations and
  antiquated reporting, SPIDAsilk saves timeantiquated reporting, SPIDAsilk saves time
  and efficiently produces stringing charts andand efficiently produces stringing charts and
sag-tension tables in a familiar Excel output.sag-tension tables in a familiar Excel output.
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DETAILED SAG AND TENSION 
REPORTING

SPIDA has made it easy to evaluate single span and ruling 

spans while creating precise stringing tension charts. View 

wire reports based on code specified or custom weather 

cases at initial, final without creep, and final with creep 

conditions. 

STRINGING CHARTS AND 
WIRE REPORTS

Excel-based reports save time by eliminating manual 

calculations, use of .txt files and antiquated reporting. 

 COMMUNICATION 
BUNDLES

Easy-to-use bundling for quick definition of communication 

bundles and overlashing. Users can set a constraint for 

the complete bundle or explicitly set the initial messenger 

tension.

IDENTIFY SAG MEASUREMENTS 
ANYWHERE ALONG THE SPAN

Easily model elevation changes and identify sag 

measurements along the span for unusual crossings or long 

spans. 

MODERN, USER-FRIENDLY 
INTERFACE

SPIDAsilk’s user interface provides the same ease of use 

that SPIDA is known for. SPIDAsilk was designed for users 

to efficiently and accurately calculate sag and tension in 

real-time, frustration free.

SPIDACALC CLIENT FILE 
INTEGRATION

Share wire tension methods with SPIDAcalc for consistent 

wire analysis and reporting.

SET LIMITING
SAG CONDITIONS 

Set multiple constraints based on Sag Limits, Tension 

Limits, or percent of Rated Tensile Strength at Initial, Final 

Tension Without Creep, or Final Tension With Creep.

WIRE MOUNTED EQUIPMENT 
MODELING

Create objects such as 5g antennas or marker balls and 

place anywhere along the span.
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